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The life guard on the arm.

distyNotruf pro
Versatile  

applications
in medicine,  
business and  

industry

  DECT-/GAP- telephone accessory

  Alarmserver suitable

  With acceleration sensor
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distyNotruf pro reports emergencies  
by acceleration sensor or keystroke  
(DECT/GAP) for a faster and  
more efficient communication  
in exigencies.  
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distyNotruf pro 

The helper in emergency situations

 Emergency situations are reported by acceleration sensor or keystroke

  Safe communication in case of alarm

 Quick and efficient assistance at the push of the button

  DECT technology ensures communication at any time between transmitter 

and up to 5 receivers

   Tough IP65 housing ensures availability even in extreme situations 

(water- and dust-tight, shock-resistant)
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distyNotruf pro

The direct connection to the server*  
or to a central location by keystroke

  Injured or needy persons can communicate 

reliable and fast with one central location  

by keystroke.

 The acceleration sensor can be configured 

so that the connection starts automatically  

after a preset time in which no motion has been detected.

*  Supports a variety of protocols used by manu facturers of alarm servers,  
incl. Ascom, NewVoice, TeMeNo, Novalink

By keystroke

 Raise an alarm
 Hear and speak

 Accept  
incoming calls
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distyNotruf pro 
Other fields of application
in economy

 In the case of company visits the guests can be equipped  

with the distyNotruf 
pro

 to communicate and thus to ensure  

safety.

  In large shopping centers the system of distyNotruf 
pro 

ensures  

a good accessibility of the employees.

  Individual workstations equipped with the distyNotruf 
pro  

are gaining in comfort.
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distyNotruf pro 
Other fields of application
in health care

 The distyNotruf 
pro

 finds its use, for example, in psychiatric institutions,  

in order to secure the staff in case of an overlap.

  Beds in makeshift medical camps, for example in areas of conflict,  

can quickly and wirelessly equipped with the distyNotruf 
pro

 

(for example for the emergency nurse call).

  Vulnerable persons or those in need of help  

in private households can use the distyNotruf 
pro

  

to call for help in case of emergency quickly as well.

“emergency nurse call”
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distyNotruf pro

Also usable as a telephone
with hands-free function

  Answer calls with one button

  Water-jet-proof

  Shockproof 

Water-jet-proof

Shockproof
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distyNotruf pro 

Technical Details

Integrated
microphone

Button for
emergency calls  
and accept  
incoming calls

Integrated speaker  
and light-emitting  
diodes

 DECT-GAP, EN 300 444
 Compatible with all consumer DECT/GAP base stations
 Compatible with all professional DECT systems
 Compatible with FRITZ!Box and Speedport Neo
 Speaker I Microphone
 Motion sensor
  Supports a variety of protocols used by manufacturers  

of alarm servers, including Ascom, NewVoice, TeMeNo,  
Novalink

 Running Time: > 120 Std I Talk Time: > 4 Std.

 Charge, programming inductive
 LED power indicator (in two colours)
 Button for distress calls and operation
 Lithium-Ion battery, capacity: 450 mAh
 Operating ambient temperature: -10 °C to 40 °C
 Storage temperature: -10 °C to 60 °C
 Plastic enclosure: 56 x 42 x 14 mm 
 Protection class IP65
 Weight: approx. 29 g
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distyNotruf pro 

Wearing versions 

  Option 1: Tied around the wrist

  Option 2: Fixing with the clip

  Option 3: Fastening with the collar

With the clip

At the wrist

With the collar
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distyNotruf pro 

Commissioning

  1. Charge

  2. Subscribe

  3. Store numbers

  4. distyNotruf pro is now operational

distyNotruf 
pro

 with bracelet User brief instructionCharging cable Collar Belt clip

Scope of delivery
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distyNotruf pro 

Optional available

The distyProgrammieradapter

The first alarm number can be saved using the CLIP  function. 

The distyProgrammier adapter is required to store  

 additional numbers. With the aid of the distyProgrammer 

app, which is available on the  website www.disty.de,  

the possible four remaining call numbers can be stored.
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disty communications GmbH

Holzkoppelweg 14 · D - 24118 Kiel

Phone +49 (0)  431 · 3 64 58 01

www.disty.de
Servicehotline  
+49 (0)  431 · 3 64 58 22


